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Established in 1974, Nemco Metals International
Ltd has grown into the leading UK non-ferrous
metal service centre.
Our processing facility specialises in high quality
strip, sheet, tube and rod; performing ‘post mill’
operations including slitting, traverse winding and
cutting-to-length on a wide range of semi-finished,
metal products.
As part of the multinational Wieland Group, we
benefit from access to the latest research and
technology and to other group resources. Add
to this, our policy of continual investment and
we guarantee exceptional in-house capabilities.
Discover more about the Nemco approach to
quality and service and how our business can
help with your business.
Nemco Metals operates a Quality Management
System approved to ISO 9001:2008.
Strip in coil
Nemco’s extensive range of Copper
and Copper alloys are expertly
processed to your specification
and managed by advanced
computer programs.
We can produce quality strip sizes
from 800mm down to 2mm wide
with a thickness range of between
0.08mm and 3.00mm.

Saw
During 2010 we introduced an
automated band-saw for cutting
down our solid and drawn bar
products. Full lengths can now
be cut to as little as 9mm with a
tolerance of just +/- 0.25mm.

Traverse winding
Traverse winding involves joining several coils into one continuous, dimensionally
accurate length, then precision layer winding this onto spools or drums. This is
a particularly effective way of providing longer strips to enable machines to be
kept running for much longer and with less supervision than would be possible
with individual coils. We can traverse wind a wide variety of materials including
Aluminium, Steel, Nickel Silver, Phosphor Bronze, Copper and Brass.

This applies to dimensions ranging
from 10mm up to 260mm. Further
information is available upon
request.

Contract slitting
In addition to producing our
own products, Nemco offers
sub-contracted processing of
customers’ own materials. Our
machines are designed to cope
with a wide range of both ferrous
and non-ferrous materials and
offer maximum flexibility of coil
weights and inside diameters.

Quality management
Our customers demand consistent
quality. All orders are fully certified
to the required specification, and
repeat orders will precisely match
the original. Nemco’s quality can
be seen not only in our delivered
products but on site, too. You are
welcome to visit our Northampton
factory, inspect our facilities and
see for yourself that we deliver
what we promise.

Nemco is known for the quality of its
copper and copper alloys and other
non-ferrous metal products in sheet,
strip, tube, rod and wire. Our
customers are varied, including the
automotive, electrical, construction,
heating and cooling industries. In fact
anywhere where high-quality semiproducts are demanded.
The combination of specialist support
from the Wieland Group, plus our own
attention to detail, ensures we can
meet the most stringent technical and
quality demands of today’s
manufacturer.
To discover how Nemco can help
your business with quality materials,
delivered on time every time, contact:
Drawn product team
01604 666102
Rolled product team
01604 666101
General sales enquiries
01604 666100

Drawn Profile & Sections
The effective use of sections and
profiles result in less costly production
methods, in addition scrap is
minimised and ancillary costs are
lowered. Shape and dimensions of
the profile cross section are usually
defined in a drawing.
Drawn Rod
Nemco’s alloy rod and sections are
produced to the highest precision
standards meeting the most modern
requirements for fast machining, low
tool wear and automated production.
Cut-to-length
The introduction of our new
automated band saw allows standard
three metre drawn bar lengths to be
cut to precision shorter lengths.
Tube
Nemco supplies copper tubes in
straight lengths, level wound coils
(Cuproclima) and as high-performance
finned tubes for heating/cooling
systems.
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Scrap
Copper and copper alloys are
materials which can be recycled
without any loss in quality. Our
recycling policy aims to conserve
resources for the benefit of our
environment and to provide the best
possible service and price to all our
customers.
We provide specialist recycling bins
which can be collected either with
each new metal delivery or by specific
arrangement. The ability to contra any
outstanding credit against customer
accounts also allows for improved
cash-flow.
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Nemco Metals International Limited is part of the Wieland Group of companies

